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How ScholaA Lie 

D. Gareth Porter 

f the American public, after more than I twenty years of US. involvement in Viet- 
nam, remains confused about the politics and objec- 
tives of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, it is 
primarily because of a steady diet of misinformation 
conveyed b y  thc US. and South Vietnamese govem- 
ments. The agents of this misinformation are pri- 
marily journalists and scholars who depend on the 
two govcmments for their facts. 

During the long struggle in Vietnam it has been 
vitally important for succcssive U.S. administrations 
and thcir clicnt regimes in Vietnam to persuade the 
American public of thc justification for the intcrvcn- 
tion that is aimed at keeping local anti-Communists 
in power. Frequently, thcrefore, the same political 
warfare techniques used in Vietnam have bcen aimed 
also at the American public. A good example is Sai- 
gon’s campaign to discredit the North Vietnamese 
land reform program as a Chinese Communist-con- 
trolled liquidation of hundreds of thousands of 
farmers. The Saigon line was repeated and amplified, 
with U.S. Government help, to influence American 
attitudes toward Hanoi.’ 

One of the tragedies of thc American intcrvention 
in Vietnam has been the failure of the press and of 
scholars to detect and expose official falsehoods about 
the “enemy.” In writing on Vietnamese communism, 
some of the most influential academic specialists and 
the mass media, amicted with their own anti-Com- 
munist bias, have often passed on false and distorted 
information from official anti-Communist sources in 
,Washington and Saigon, on whom they relied for 
their understanding of the other side. 

One of the most persistent themes in the press and 
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in scholarly writing on North Vietnam over the years 
-repeated to the point where it,has become a jour- 
nalistic c l ichc is  the alleged division of the North 
Vietnamese Party leadership into “pro-Chinese” and 
“pro-Soviet” factions, or, inore recently, between 
“hawks and doves” on the issue of how to settle the 
war. No party government, including the Lao Dong 
Party, can avoid disagreements on specific policy 
issues. But many writers have gone much further to 
assert that the Party has long been riven by “factions” 
-identifiable and enduring leadership groups battling 
over issues and contesting for influence even after 
policy decisions have been made by the Politburo or 
Central Committee. Such conflicts are a real threat 
to the unity and effectiveness of a revolutionary 
party, especially when fighting a war of national 
liberation. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Lao Dong 
Party and its predecessor, thc Indochinese Commun- 
ist Party, have taken special pains to combat the de- 
velopment of factionalism. One of the most striking 
facts about the Vietnamese Communist movement, 
indeed, has been its ability to maintain Party unity. 
The Victnamesc Party, unlike the Sovict and Chinese 
parties, has never had a significant political purge 
within the leadership. 

The Party’s operational code was set for nearly 
forty years by Ho Chi Minh, who created the Party, 
gave it ideological direction and provided the model 
of the Party leader. Ho inculcated in his comrades 
the practice of reaching decisions by consensus, 
working out differences of opinion in the process-a 
practice which has evidently survived his passing. In 
one of his most important theoretical statements First 
Secretary Le Duan said in 1970: “To’know how to 
make concessions to each other when differences of 
view crop up is essential.” This was a method, he 
said, of “further strengthening the solidarity and 
unity in the Party.” And he added that it was “one 
of our Party’s good experiences.*’2 

A careful study of the literature about “factional- 
ism” in the North Viehamese leadership reveals that 
it has been based not on historical evidence but on 
politically inspired speculation. To trace the origins 
and development of the theme of factional division 
within the DRV is to trace the history of anti-Com- 
munist propaganda, first by the French and the Bao 
Dai regime, then by the Saigon and U S  governments. 
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rom the very beginning of their attempt F to reimpose colonial rule on Vietnam 
in 1946 the French recognized the value of alleging 
a split in the Viet Minh. After the outbreak of Viet 
Minh resistance in December, 1946, the French began 
circulating the report that there were two opposing 
factions within the Viet Minh. According to this re- 
port, one faction wanted an “entente” with France, 
while the other wanted war. When fighting broke out 
it was rumored that Ho Chi Minh had lost control 
of the Viet Minh movement to such “extremists” as 
General Vo Nguyen Giap.3 By these rumors the 
French hopcd to place the full blame for the violence 
on the Vict Minh, obscuring the role of France’s im- 
perialist policies. Foreign observers not committed 
to the French cause pointed out that no evidence was 
ever brought forward to support this idea of “extrem- 
ist” and “moderate” factions within the Viet Minh.4 

After the fall of the Chinese mainland to the Com- 
munists, French officials, in an obvious play for U.S. 
military support, reintroduced the “extremis t-moder- 
ate” theme with a new twist: The “extremists” were 
now portrayed as the “Chinese” wing of the Party, 
while the “moderates” were portrayed as wanting 
closcr ties with France.5 French journalists and spe- 
cialists quickly picked up the notion from French 
officials that the opening of the Vietnamese-Chinese 
border to Chinese Communist aid reflected the rise 
of a pro-Chinese faction in the Vietnamese Party. 
The Chinesc, it was said, pressured Viet Minh lead- 
ers to institute Chinese Communist methods and 
organizations in return for their military assistance.6 

Since the official French linc was that a “pro- 
Chinese” group was in control of the Party, the First 
Secretary of the Party had to be portrayed as the 
leader of the pro-Chinese wing as well. So it was 
Truong Chinh, First Secretary of the Party since 
1940, who had to bear the stigma of slavish follower 
of the Chinese Communists. His name, which can be 
translated into English as “Long March,” was used 
to link him with Mao Tse-tung’s long trek to Yenan 
from 1934 to 1936. In order to establish this connec- 
tion someone fabricated the story that he spent the 
period from 1939 to 1941 in China, including a stint 
with the Communists in their Yenan base area.’ 

It is ironic that of all the Communist leaders it wns 
Truong Chinh who was portrayed as a disciple of the 
Chinese Communists. For, unlike other senior‘ Party 
officials who fled over the border to China when the 
French began rounding up anticolonial revolution- 
aries in 1939 and 1940, Truong Chinh spent the entire 
1939-41 period in Vietnam. During this period he was 
responsible for organizing and consolidating Party 
branches in the Tonkin Delta.* It is known that in 
early 1940 he wrote the third and final volume of 
The Pemunt Problem, a book on which he and Vo 
Nguyen Giap had begun collaborating in 1937, in the 
home of a poor peasant in Thai Binh province.9 It 
wits precisely because he had been involved in the 

task of Party organizing during the previous years- 
and because so many other senior Party officials 
werc cithcr in jail or in China-that Truong Chinh 
was named acting First Secretary of the Party in 
October, 1940.10 
As for the Vietnamese term tmong chinh, it was 

not a Chinese Communist invention but a standard 
term which Vietnamese dictionaries define as either 
“long march or “long joumey.”lI There is no reason 
to assume that it must have been a reference to the 
Chinese Communist “Long March to Yenan. In- 
deed, if anyone returned from China with any direct 
Chinese Communist influence from the 1938-41 
period (apart from Ho Chi Minh himself) it was not 
Truong Chinh but Vo Nguyen Giap, who at least 
read in China the publication Liberation issued by 
the Red Army in Yenan.12 Yet it is Giap who is so 
often tagged by Western experts as “anti-Chinese.” 

The Vietnamese Party’s own documents during the 
period following the Chinese victory on the main- 
land remove any notion that the Party, under Truong 
Chinh, was slavishly trying to recreate the Chinese 
model in Vietnam. While the Vietnamese borrowed 
from the Chinese experience such concepts as the 
“New Democracy” and the four-class anti-imperialist 
alliance, they never accepted Chinese ideology or 
practice as their sole or primary guide. One of Truong 
Chinh‘s own Party lieutenants, Central Committee 
member Le Van Luong (who would later be forced 
to resign his post on the Central Land Reform Com- 
mittee because of failures in managemcnt ) indicated 
in a 1953 article that Vietnamese Party leaders did 
not hold Mao’s theoretical contributions in awe. In 
the Party newspaper Nhun Dan he completely 
omitted Mao’s name from the pantheon of Com- 
munist theoreticians when he attributed the Party’s 
success to the “ideology of Man, Engels, Lenin and 
Stalin” as well as to the “leadership of Chairman 

The origins of the popular notion of SL “pro- 
Chinese” faction . within the Vietnamese Communist 
leadership thus reveals its true political purpose: to 
portray the Viet Minh as being the proxy of the 
Chinese Communists and thus to induce the Amer- 
icans to become more deeply involved in the French 
war in Indochina. It was easier for the U.S. to justify 
supporting a colonial war against a revolutionary 
movement if that movement was linked to a global 
Communist conspiracy. 

With the departure of the French from Indochina, 
the Diem regime revised the propaganda line about 
factions in the DRV to dispose of the so-called 
“Western” faction and replace it with a “pro-Russian” 
faction. The mismanaged land reform program in 
the North from 1954 to 1958 and the “correction of 
errors” campaign which followed it inspired a cam- 
paign by the Diem regime to portray the program as 
the policy of the “Chinese” faction which was op- 
posed by the “Russian” faction.I4 

HonJJl3 
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ot until U.S. involvement in Vietnam be- N gan to move toward a direct military 
role did Americans begin to takc a serious interest 
in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and its lead- 
ership. In 1962 and 1963 P. J. Honey of the School 
of Oriental and African Studies in London, then a 
consultant to the U.S. Government agencies on Viet- 
nam, produced, with official encouragcment, two in- 
fluential books on North Vietnam: North Vietnam 
Toduy (New York, 1902) and Communism in North 
Vietnom (Cambridge, Mass., 19fB). Honey, who 
made no secret of his antipathy toward the Viet- 
namese Communist movement, frankly declared in 
North Vietnam Today that his purpose was to pre- 
pare American public opinion for further U.S. mili- 
tary intervention in Vietnam. 

Among the themes Honey developed in the two 
Looks was the alleged cmflict between “pm-Chinese“ 
and “pro-Soviet’’ factions. He claimed the rivalry 
between the two was so serious that it had caused at 
least two major leadership crises since the 1954 
Geneva Agreement: the first at the time of Ho Chi 
Minh’s dcparturc for the fortieth anniversary of the 
Russian Revolution in Moscow in October, 1957, the 
second just before the Third Party Congress in 1960. 

An examination of DRV documents at the time of 
cnch of these alleged crises indicates that Honey’s 
account was completely without substance. He asserts 
that Ho’s name was “not mentioned by the D.R.V. 
press or radio” from the time of his departure in 
October, 1957, until his return in late December, an 
omission indicating the rise of a pro-Chincsc group 
unhappy with Ho’s close relationship to the Soviets. 
Honey even asserts that the omission “gave rise to 
rumors of his death.” In fact, the official Party news- 
paper Nhan Dan not only carried fourteen reports on 
Ho’s activities during his one-month stay in Moscow, 
but had several photographs of him as well.15 The 
only part of Ho’s trip which was not publicized was 
the more than thrcc weeks he spent in China after 
the Moscow celebration, apparently for rest and 
medical treatment.16 

Honey argues that the Vietnamese leaders running 
the country in Ho’s absence openly flaunted their 
“pro-Peking” leanings by putting on a halfhearted 
celebration of the fortieth anniversary of the October 
Revolution in Hanoi. He cites the testimony of a 
French history teacher, Gerard Tongas, then living 
in Hanoi, that the only activities marking the occa- 
sion werc a bicycle race and film festival. But the 
Party newspaper and government press releases for 
the period show that the October Revolution was ob- 
served not only by a bike race and film festival but 
also by a series of public meetings devoted to dis- 
cussing the historical’significance of the event for the 
Vietnamese revolution, and two of these were ad- 
dressed by Truong Chinh, alleged ringleader of the 
pro-Chincse and antiSoviet putsch.” There was even 
a brief emulation campaign, launched across the 

country, to mark the anniversary.18 Honey also 
states, without citing his source, that PoliticaI Bureau 
member Nguyen Duy Trinh, whom he identifies as 
a member of Truong Chinh‘s pro-Chinese faction, 
insulted his Soviet guests at a rally in Hanoi by quot- 
ing extensively from Mao Tse-tung. But again, the 
full text of the speech, published in N h n  Dun at 
the time, shows fulsome praise for the Soviet revolu- 
tion and the Soviet Government, with not a single 
quotation from Chairman Mao? 

‘Honey bases his argument for another such leader- 
ship crisis in mid-1960 on the alleged absence of any 
mention of General Vo Nguyen Giap in the North 
Vietnamese press from May until August, 1960, co- 
inciding with what he calls a “period of dispute 
within the party.’’ But a reading of Nhan Dan for the 
period shows General Ciap very much in evidence. 
In July, 1960, he attended the first meeting of thc 
National Assembly and was nominated Deputy 
Premier of Defense and member of the National De- 
fense Council for another term.20 

Thus Honey’s account of the alleged leadership 
crises, often cited as evidence of factionalism within 
the Politburo, was not based on DHV documcnts, as 
one might infer from Honcy’s books. It appears 
Honey relied on “intelIigence” supplied by sources 
in Saigon who had their own reason for circulating 
this interpretation. 

he Saigon interpretation of North Viet- T namese politics was immediately picked 
up by the U.S. press. Newsweek’s Franpis Sully, re- 
porting in the issue of August 27, 1962, wrote that 
the power stniggle over the succession to Ho Chi 
Minh would ccntcr on Giap (“reportedly looks to 
Moscow for ideological guidance”), Truong Chinh 
(“said to be strongly pro-Chinese”) and Le Duan, 
who was not put in either camp. As the W.S. and 
Hanoi moved closer to a confrontation over the war 
in the South, the theme of the domination of the 
Party by an alleged “pro-Chinese” faction came to the 
fore once again. On January 6, 1964, Newmeek re- 
peated tho previous analysis of the “pro-Soviet’’ and 
“pro-Chinese” factions, this time adding the name 
of General Nguyen Chi Thanh, whom it described 
as “fanatically pro-Peking.” 

N e u h e e k  notwithstanding, the evidence from 
DRV documents shows that by 1980 the Politburo 
was less concerned with the relative merits of Chinese 
and Soviet models and policies than with maintaining 
its own unity and the support of both socialist allies 
in its struggle for national liberation. Those docu- 
ments, available to Western scholars and joumalists 
in English, showed how the Party was moving to 
guard its internal unity against the divisive influences 
of the Sino-Soviet conflict by reaffirming even more 
strongly its ideological independence from them both. 

At the Third Party Congress in September, 1980, 
Truong Chinh, in one of the most important ideo- 



logical essays in the Party’s history, criticized the 
tendency within the Party toward “dogmatism,” 
which he defined as the tendency to “apply mechani- 
cally the experiences or theoretical conclusions of 
the .brotber-parties.”21 He admonished the Party that 
“life demands that the Communist and Workers’ 
parties should creatively apply Marxism-Leninism 
to their own concrete conditions, for only by doing 
so can these parties contribute to the development of 
Marxism-Leninism.” As for the significance of the 
Chinese Revolution, he put it at the same level as 
those of the Korean, Vietnamese and other colonial 
and semicolonial peoples. 

The significance of this statement, somehow over- 
looked by journalists and scholars in pursuit of 
imagined factions in the Hanoi leadership, can hardly 
be overstated. It meant that the Vietnamese leaders, 
aware of the perils of becoming embroiled in the 
idcxdogical conflict between the USSR and China, 
werc determined to avoid factionalism by reducing 
to a minimum their reliance on the experiences of 
cither Russian or Chinese parties. 

This was also apparent in Hanoi’s policy toward 
the conflict in the South, which did not strictly con- 
form to either Soviet or Chinese desires. Although 
the DRV leaders could not avoid taking a position 
on such issues as “peaceful coexistence” and the 
diplomacy of detente, they clearly did so from the 
perspective of their own unfinished strugglc for na- 
tional reunification. 

s the battle was joined between the U.S. A and the People’s Army of North Viet- 
nam, however, the message reachcd the American 
public that the leaders in Hanoi were deeply divided 
over their commitment to the war in the South. 
Honey and others suggested that there was a “peace” 
faction in the DRV leadership which favored a quick 
end to the fighting through pcace talks but that the 
pro-Chinese wing of thc Party was stubbornly block- 
ing any such moderate policy. On January 31, 1966, 
Newsweek, citing “one school of Vietnamese expcrts, 
notably including Professor P. J. Honey” as its 
source, asserted that 3ome . . . in the North Viet- 
namese Politburo are said to favor peace talks and a 
switch from military to political tactics in South 
Vietnam.” However, Newmeek continued, “with the 
militant Le Duan . . , now backed to the hilt by the 
Chinese, the ‘moderates’ have little m m  for man- 
euver.” Like Truong Chinh before him, Le Dum, 
now First Secretary, had been given the role of the 
leading “pro-Chinese extremist” in these “expert” 
analyses. 

When the Pans talks got underway in 1968 this 
new variant of the factional line surfaced once more. 
Honey and Victor Zom, the Communist &airs ana- 
lyst of the Manchester Cuordian, began “interpret- 
ing” DRV documents to the public. Statements by 
North Vietnamese leaders expressing determination 
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to fight until victory was won or suspicion of Amer- 
ican motives in the negotiations (a  not altogether un- 
reasonable suspicion) were cited as evidence of a 
struggle by a “hawk” faction opposed to negotia- 
tions.22 This crude distortion of DRV statements,sim- 
ply ignored the very sophisticated Vietnamese view 
of the relationship between negotiations and political- 
military struggle. In effect these writers were reviv- 
ing the argument of the French at the start of the 
Viet Minh resistance in 1948; the war was continuing 
only because of the “extremists” within the revolu- 
tionary leadership. 

Douglas Pike, the US. Information Agency’s lead- 
ing specialist on Viebarn, offered his own variant of 
the factional thesis in a book he finished in late 1968, 
War, Peace and the Viet Cong (Cambridge, Mass., 
1969). He alleged that there were three options the 
DRV could follow in the South: a “regular force” or 
main unit strategy (typified by the Tet offcnsive of 
1968 ) , a protracted guerrilla war strategy and a nego- 
tiatcd settlement strategy. Each option, he said, was 
supported by a different faction in the Hanoi leader- 
ship: Le Duan and Vo Nguyen Giap favored the use 
of big unit offensive, Truong chinh supported a pro- 
tracted guerrilla war strategy and Foreign Minister 
Nguyen Duy Trinh wanted a negotiated settlement. 
Thus, in Pike’s analysis, it was not Truong Chinh but 
General Giap who was now the most dangerous 
figure in the Politburo. 

This Pike formula, later reported in the press as 
the Adminishation’s analysis,2J represented B consid- 
erable simplification and upgrading of what we now 
know was only the most unsubstantiated speculation 
within the US. Government. For, according to the 
NSM-1 document written in early 1969 (the “Kissin- 
gcr papers”), US. analysts were by no means agreed 
that there were either Moscow-oriented and Peking- 
oriented factions or Hawk and Dove factions in 
Hanoi.24 The Saigon Embassy, pointing out that 
knowledge of the LAO Dong Party hierarchy’s inner 
workings was “very limited and speculative,” ex- 
pressed doubt that there were “established ideo- 
logical factions within the ruling p u p . ”  The State 
Department, while speculating that there were differ- 
ences over “tactics” that followed a Moscow-Peking 
line, could offer only questiqnable evidence, such as 
that Pham Van Dong has “praised the Geneva Ac- 
cords” (a  standard Hanoi position) and was there 
fore interested in negotiations. 

In any case, the published arguments for a fac- 
tional division over issues of war and peace in Hanoi 
were again based on quotations taken out of context 
or given meanings precisely the opposite of the ones 
clearly intended. The anti-Communist analysts in- 
sisted on seeing the statements of DRV leaders as 
mere facades for the real politics within the Politbum. 
Whereas Vietnamese theomtical writing invariably 
emphasized the interdependence of the various ele- 
ments of revolutionary strategy-main force offen- 
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sives, guenilla fighting, political strugglc and diplo- 
macy-their Western detractors insisted on separat- 
ing the elements into exclusive strategics. Whcn the 
actual policy of the Party obviously did not conform 
to their analyses, they explained the disparity in 
terms of temporary compromise between allegedly 
contradictory strategies.25 

A 1968 report by Truong Chinh, in which he re- 
ferred to the “motto of the long drawn-out fight,” 
has been used by these analysts to show that Chinh 
disapproved of the Tet offensive and was thus op- 
posed to Le DuamZG But in fact the speech signaled 
only 11’ temporary shift to the defensive in Hanoi’s 
military strategy, and it showed clearly that Truong 
Chinh &wed low-lcvcl guerrilla warfare and big- 
unit offensives as two aspects of the samc strategy. 
“WO must attack the enemy with determination to 
fight and win,” he wrote. “But at times, under certain 
c i r cu~n~ tan~e~ ,  we must shift to the defensive to gain 
time, dishearten the enemy and build up our forces 
for ;I new offensive.”27 

Moreover, the leading Politburo members who al- 
Icgcdly opposed Truong Chinh embraced the samc 
strategic formula. Vo Nguyen Giap’s major work, 
The Party’s Military Line, first published late in 1969, 
said: “At times and at certain places, the revoliition- 
ary war may be in a defensive position. But this de- 
fensive position is only partial and temporary, while 
conditions are created for resuming the offensive.”z8 
An analysis written in 1970 by Le Duan but repre- 
senting the “collective ideas” of the cntirc Politburo 
conceded that the struggle in the South would at 
timcs “takc on a defensive character” but that this 
would only be a “temporary tactical move aimcd at 
clearing the way for continuation of the ~ffensive.”~~ 
As tlie 1972 gerieral offensive showed, these state- 
rncnts meant precisely what they said. 

The same anti-Communist analysts have also as- 
serted that Truong Chinh‘s “faction” was concemcd 
primarily with socialist construction and opposed to 
the continuation of the DRV’s heavy commitment to 
the war in the South, while I,c h a n k  faction wanted 
to reunify the country regardless of the ~os t .3~  But 
agBn the documents thcy cite Icad to precisely the 
opposite conclusion. In a 1968 essay, cited by Honey 
and Zona as evidence that he was committed to 
socialist construction and opposed to the high cost of 
thc war, Truong Chinh actually emphasized that 
socialist construction had to take placc in the setting 
of continued war and that the “central task” of the 
socialist construction was to “meet the growing re- 
quiremcnts of the resistance of all the people.”J1 

n 1972 the Nixon Administration again rc- I vived speculation about divisions with the 
DRV leadership. Within a few days of the DRV dip- 
lomatic initiative of October .8 Joseph Alsop wrote in 
the Bolrimre Sun that the “doves” in Hanoi had 
gained enough strength to forcc a change in nego- 

tiating posture, but he cautioned that thcy still had 
to gain acceptance of Nixon’s terms. After Kissinger’s 
“pcacc is at hand” statement, Newsweek reported 
that the “peace faction”’ in the Politburo had won, 
“after weeks of acrimonious debate.”32 

In early November Dr. Kissinger returned to Paris 
with new demands that went far beyond the already 
agreed-upon October draft. Le Duc Tho, in him, 
toughcncd his stand and the talks deadlocked. In 
December thc President suddenly launched massive 
bombing raids on population centers in North Viet- 
nam. Again, in carefully managed lcaks to the press, 
the intransigence of an “extremist” faction was cited 
by the Administration as the cause of the deadlock in 
the talks-therefore the need for even bcavicr bomb- 
ing.33 The old ploy served to obscure the hardening 
of the American diplomatic position, which threat- 
cncd to dcstroy hopes for thc peace promised us. 

Many things had changed in the quarter-century 
of conflict between the Western powers and the 
DRV, brit certain tcchniques of propaganda remained 
much the same. Not because they had studied the 
French experience so well, but simply because they 
faced similar political problems in Indochina and at 
home, thc U.S. Govemment resorted to the samc 
propaganda themcs as its predecessors in Indochina. 

The history of thc factional interpretation thus 
shows how governments have presentcd tlie public 
with self-serving “intelligence” on the Vietnamese 
Communist leadership for which there is no real 
evidence, while implying secret data and arcane 
analytical mcthods. It also reveals how journalists 
and scholars havc often been manipulated by those 
governments when their own anti-Communist biases 
have been engaged. The lesson for those conccmcd 
with thc restoration of honesty and truth to the 
American polity is that all such reports must be con- 
stantly qucstioned, not only as to the political biases 
that may have distorted the methodology of the 
source, but as to the political purposes that may 
lurk behind them. 
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